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ABSTRACT 
Given the linear stationary firstxnder iterative scheme rtrn+‘) = TX(“) + 4 for the 
solution of the linear complex system (I - T)r = c, its extrapolated compl 
x(“‘+l)==T x(*)+oc [T,,,=(l-w)Z+oT] is considered. The problem 
studied ani solved is that of det ermining an optimum value for 0, over 
complex numbers, such that the extnphted scheme considered converges 
tally as fast as possible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Assume that we are concerned with the solution of the linear system 
Ax=b, 0.1) 
where AEC”,“, det(A) # 0, and X, b E C n. For the solution of (1.1) we 
consider the splitting of A 
A=D-L-U, (1.2) 
where det( D) f 0 and D, L, and U are (not necessarily diagonal strictly 
lower and strictly upper triangular matrices respectively. Associated b ‘15 the 
splitting (1.2) am the Jacobi and the extrapolated Jacobi schemes ’ 
.pa+l) = TX(m) + C, m=0,1,2,..., 0.3) 
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x(m+l) = TWX(m) + WC, m=0,1,2 ,..., O-4) 
where 
T, = (l- u)Z + wT, 
T = D-‘(L + V), c = D-lb, (1.5) 
Z the n X ta unit matrix and w E C - (0) the extrapolation parameter. The 
idea of considering generahxed splittings of the form (1.2) and generalized 
associated schemes (1.3) and (1.4) is due to Buoni and Varga [ 1,2], who 
studied the scheme (1.4) in connection with its SOR counterpart. 
The problem which is solved in this paper is that of determining the 
optimum w (o,& which minimizes the spectral radius p(T,) of the iteration 
matrix T, of the scheme (1.4) under the assumption that the spectrum u(T) of 
T, that is, the discrete set consisting of the eigenvalues h , f = l(l)n, of T, is 
known. For masons which will become clear later, it is a&o assumed that the 
hull H of u(T), which is the smallest convex polygon containing a(T) in the 
closure of its interior, does not contain the point A(l,O) of the complex plane. 
Thus if, because of (1.5), 
jLj = l- w + WA,, j = l(l)n, 0.8) 
are the eigenvalues of T,, the problem which is solved in the next section is 
the following minimax one: 
p( TUW) = min maxl,u j]. 
w j 
(1.7) 
It should be noted that the problem (1.7 was indirectly tackled and 
solved by Buoni and Varga for complex w = reiO, r > 0 fixed, 13 E [0,2a), and 
the solution was obtained as a by-product of the theory developed in [2]. It 
should also be mentioned that the same problem (1.7) for real o ( E W - (0)) 
was completely solved in [5] (see also [6]) under the assumption that 
Re h, < 1 (or Re A > 1) for aU j. Before the complete solution in [5] was 
presented, the prob em i (1.7), for real w, had been solved only in some special 
cases, for example when X, E Cp, j = l(l)n (see e.g. [lo, pp. 73-781); when 
ih, E R, j = l(l)n, and i = ( - 1)‘j2 [4]; and also in some others [7]. 
It should also be reported that very recently it has come to our attention 
that the problem (1.7) for real o and for the case Re X j < 1, j = l(l)n, was 
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completely solved by Hughes Hallett [8]. The solution he gave a the 
corresponding algorithm he presented are based entirely on analyti meth- 
ods and are quite different from the ones in [5]. 
2. BASIC THEORY 
We consider the transformation associated with (1.6), 
/_L=l---++wh, (2.1) 
where h E C. [In the sequel a complex number z will be given in eith r of its 
equivalent forms Re z + iIm z or (Re z, Im z), or even by its image M” in the 
complex plane, where M = M(Rez,Im z).] The transformation (2.1) is a 
simplified Mijbius transformation possessing some simple properties ee e.g. 
[9, pp. 4%58]), use of which will be made in what follows. (s 
For the analysis of the next section a number of statements (S’s) a&l three 
definitions given below will be very useful. 
Sl. The number h - 1 (or the point A(l,O)) is invaritit unber the 
transformation (2.1). 
S2. The inverse transformation of (2.1), namely 
x=1-:+$, (2.2) 
is a transformation of the same form as (2.1), the only difference bein that w 
is replaced by l/w. 
S3. The product of two extrapolations-that is, the application 
the original scheme (1.3) with extrapolation parameter w1 
second one to the resultjng scheme with extrapolation 
equivalent o an extrapolation of the original scheme (1.3) 
parameter w = w1w2. (For the proof see [5].) 
NOTE. This product of the two extrapolations i carried over s 
haish tfor- wardly to the product of two transformations of the type (2.1). 
S4. In geometrical terms a transformation of the type (2.1) 
cosB+isinB (oge<2s) is a rotation of the complex plane 
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around the origin O(0, 0) through an angIe B followed by a transIation parahel 
to the vector 1 - cos 0 - i sin 8 (according to the vectorial representation of 
the complex numbers) through a distance ]I- cos 6 + i sin 01. 
S5. If the angle 8 of the transformation i  S4 is chosen so that a certain 
point P(c,, c2) o A(l, 0) of the complex plane is finally mapped on the 
e semiline AOx’, let P’(c;,O) be its image. Then in geometrical t rms the 
transformation in S4 is equivalent o a rotation of the complex pl e anti- 
clockwise around the point A(l,O) through an a&e equal to 8. (S Figure 
1). 
NOTE. If c1 # 1, then 8 is determined by tan8 = c&l - c ), with 
8 E [0, T] if c, 2 0, and 8 = (a,2n) if c, < 0. On the other hand, ‘, cl = 1, 1
then 8 = 7r/2 if c, > 0 and 8 = 3~/2 if c, -C 0. In addition we have 
S6. In geometrical terms a transformation of the type (2.1) with 0 < w E 
R is a transformation of similitude with center of similitude A(l,O) and ratio 
of similitude w. 
S7. If w in S6 is chosen so that a certain point P’(c;,O)* A@,(O) of the 
semiline AOx’ is mapped onto the origin O(O,O), then w is determined by 
o = l/(1 - c;) (see Figure 1). 
DEFINITION 1. A capturing circle (cc.) of the spectrum a(T) of T, or 
equivalently of the hull H of a(T), is a circle which contains H in the closure 
of its interior and leaves the point A(l, 0) in its exterior. 
NOTE. This definition for the cc. is more general than the one in [4], [5], 
and VI. 
DEFINITION 2. The visibility angle (v.a.) of a circle from a point lying in 
its exterior [in particular the point A(l,O)J is the angle formed by; the rays 
emanating from that point and tangent o the circle. 
DEFINITION 3. The spectral circle of the spectrum a(T) of a 
order n, or equivalently of its hull H, is the circle centered at the o 
radius the spectral radius p(T) of T. 
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3. SOLUTION TO THE MINIMAX PROBLEM 
In order to be able to present our main result of this paper, which is 
concerned with the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the minimax 
problem defined in (1.7), a number of statements in the form of lemmas and 
theorems are given and proved. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be the set of all c.c ‘s for the hull H (see Definition 1). 
The set S contakrs infinitely muny elementi, each one of which is completely 
d@ned by memv of three parameters. 
Proof. Let APj, j = l(l)2 G n, be alI the semilines with origin A passing 
through the vertices PI, j = l(l)Z, of H. Consider the two extreme semilines 
APj, and APjs, j,# jsEL= {1,2 ,..., Z}. Let AZ, and AZ, be the two 
semilines ~rpendicular to APjI and APj, at A respectively and such that 
Pj,&,, Pg4zl < p/2. Dr aw any semiline AZ strictly within the angle zidz, 
(see Figure 2). Next consider the perpendiculars to the line segments APi, 
j = l(l)Z, at their midpoints which cross AZ (because of the previous con- 
struction) at Kj, j = l(l)Z, respectively. Let K,, j, E L, be such .that 
(AK)>, (AKI) for any j E L - {j,}. Take any point K on AZ satisfying 
(AK) > ( AKIM), and draw a circle with center K and radius R such that 
max( KPj) < R < (KA). This circle is an element s E S. Therefore each element 
s E S is defined by three parameters (degrees of freedom): (1) the position of 
FIG. 2. 
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the semiline AZ within the angle z,fGz,, (2) the position of K on the semiline 
K jMz ( KfM is excluded), and (3) the quantity R E (max j( KPj), (K-4)). W 
LEMMA 2 (Equivalence theorem). The problem of minimizatkm (with 
respect to w) of the quantitg maxjlj4jl in (1.7) is equkndent + that of 
detenining the C.C. of H for which its v.a. from A&O) is a minimtim. (Such 
a c.c., if it exists, will be called the optimum c.c.) 
Proof. Let C be any C.C. of H (that is, any element s E S efined in 
Lemma 1), and let K(c,, cs) be its center and R its radius (see $ igure 1). 
Then apply a transformation of the type (2.1) with or = cos 8 + i s’ B so that 
K is mapped on the semiline AOx’ onto the point K’(c;,O), C ont 
1 
C’, and 
H onto H’. According to !S4 and s5, 8 is uniquely determin by the 
relationships given in S5, while C’ equab C (and therefore its radius R’= R). 
Because of S4 the v.a. of C’ is equal to the v.a. of C, and C’ is the c/c. for the 
hull H ‘. Next apply a transformation (2.1) with ws = l/(1 - c;). According to 
S7, K ‘(c;,O) is mapped onto the origin O(O,O), C’ onto C” (with rakhus R”), 
and H’ onto H”. Because of S6, C” is the C.C. of H”, R” = ~~4, and the 
v.a. of, C " from A coincides with that of C ‘. One can observe1 that the 
product of the two previous transformations, w = wswr, maps the origiual 
spectrum of T, a(T), onto the spectrum of T,, a(T,), for which @” is the 
hull in the sense defined in Section 1. Therefore the cc. C” of #” is the 
spectral circle for a(T,), and therefore p(T,) = R” (see Figure 1). In addition 
p(T,,,) = (AO)sin(cp/2) = sin(cp/2), which is a minimum if the 
minimum and vice versa. Consequently the minimization proble 
equivalent to that of determining the optimum C.C. C, for H and 
extrapolation parameter w the product user, where wr and o, are 
the way described previously. The existence and uniqueness of C 
imply the existence and uniqueness for o and vice versa. 
because of S2. 
LEMMA 3. The optimum C.C. of H posses through at least twb uertices 
of it. 
Proof. Consider any s1 E S (S is the set of all c.c.‘s of Lem 
center K, and radius RI such that max (&I’,)< RI < (&A). If 
passthroughanyoftheverticesof& enweconsidertheconce t/r 
ss with radius R, = max (K,P,). It is obvious that the v.a. of 
circle s2 will be less than & e v.8. of sr, since the former lies 
latter (see Figure 3). If s, passes through at least two vertices 
theorem is proved. Otherwise let Pjl, jr E L, be the vertex of H 
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FIG. 3. 
(K,Pj,)= R,. Then consider that K, moves continuously on K,Pjl from its 
original position to Pj . As is obvious, because of the fact that when K, 
coincides with Pjl all the other vertices of H lie in the exterior of the trivial 
circle with center K, and zero radius, during the aforementioned motion of 
K, there will be a position of it-let it be K-such that the circle with center 
K and radius R = (KPjI) will pass through at least one more vertex Pi , 
j, E L - { j, }, of H. Evidently this circle will be an element sg E S and & 
lie strictly within s2 except for the point Pj,. Thus the v.a. for ss is less than 
the v.a. for s2. This simply means that the optimum c.c. of Z-I will be among 
those elements of S which pass through at least two of its vertices. n 
LEMMA 4 (Apollonius’ theorem). The ~XU.T of the points M in a p&me 
whose distances jknn two fixed points A and B of the same plane are in a 
constant ratio c [ = (MA)/(MB)] is a circle (Apokius circle) with diam- 
ter the line segment DE, where D and E are the points which divide AB 
intern& and extema& in the same ratio c [i.e. (DA)/( DB) = (EA)/( EB) 
= c]. 
Norx 1. In case c = 1 the Apollonius circle degenerates into a straight 
line perpendicular to the line segment AB at its midpoint. 




NATE 2. For any point M on the locus the lines MD and M are the 
interior and the exterior bisectors of the angle ti of the triangle Jf B. (* 
Figure ‘4). 
Proof. For the proof of the lemma and of Notes 1 and 2 see [3, pp. 
88-891. n 
Before we state and prove the main result of this paper we 
virtue of Lemma 2 and its proof, the existence and the rmiquen 
optimum cc. of H will provide us with the unique solution of the 
problem (1.7). 
THEOREM. Given that the hull H of the spectrum a(T) of T, in @3), is 
known and is such that the point A(l, 0) @ H, then there exists a !unique 
optimum C.C. of H. 
Proof. Existence (and determination) of the optimum c.c.: 
we solve the problem in two cases. In the first case we solve 
when the huh H has only two vertices (two-point problem), and 
onewhen H has 1(3rZ<n)\tertices 
distinguishing these two cases is, as on 
from the solution of the first problem sugg 
of the more general one. [The solution 
trivial case where H has only one 
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if h I # 1 is the corresponding eigenvalue, then woDt = l/( 1 - A I ), jr 1 = 0 from 
W), and P(T,~~) = 0.1 
Solution of the twepoint problem: Let P, and Pe be the two vertices of 
the hull H (which is now the line segment Pip,) with A not lying on it. In 
view of Lemma 3 the center of the optimum c.c. will lie on the perpendicular 
(E) to PIP, at its midpoint. Let K be the center and (KP,) [ = (KP,)] the 
radius of a circle which leaves A in its exterior. This circle is one of the 
infinitely many c.c.‘s of H. However, by virtue of Lemma 2, the minimization 
of the v.a. cp of the CC. considered will lead to the optimum C.C. As was seen 
in Lemma 2, the minimization of cp is eventually equivalent o the minimiza- 
tion of the ratio R/(KA) (see Figure l), where R is now represented by 
(KP,). Therefore the solution to our problem will be that for which the ratio 
(KP,)/(U) [ = (=w(~N is a minimum. Since this ratio represents the 
ratio (unknown at the moment) of the distances of a point K from two fired 
points A and PI (or A and Pz), we try to make use of the Apollonius circle of 
Lemma 4 (see also Figure 4). For this let D, and E, be the points of 
intersection of the bisectors of the interior and exterior angles k of the 
triangle AKP, with AP, respectively (see Figure 5). It is 
(KC) (W’d (V,) -=-=- 
(m) @‘,A) @,A) * (3-I) 
K lies on the Apollonius circle with diameter D,E, (let 0, be its center), 
which is the locus of the points K of the plane for which (KP,)/(KA) equals 
a given real positive constant c ( # 0). This is what Lemma 4 states. In view 
of the above, we consider the two families of the loci (Apollonius circles) 
FIG. 5. 
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corresponding to the pairs of points (Pi, A) and (I’s, A) respective y for all 
c E [0, 1). For any pair of loci corresponding to the same ratio c t, an for any 
K, on the first locus and any K, on the second one, we have (K,Ps 
) 
/(K,A) 
= (K2Ps)/(KeA) = c. Starting from the trivial value c = 0, when K, = Pi = 
0, and K, = Pe = O,, we let c increase continuously from the valu 0 to 1. 
Since for c = 0 the pair of loci have no point iu common, while or c = 1 
(when they degenerate into the straight lines perpendicular to AP, 
at their midpoints respectively) the two loci of the pair intersect 




there will exist an intermediate value of c = copt E (0,l) for which th pair of 
the Apollonius circles are tangent o each other (this is what is illus rated in 
value for c constitutes a minimum, since, as is obvious, for a pair f%ci to ? 
, This 
have a common point we must have c >, c,,~. The point K will lie o 
the other hand, the following elementary geometrical analysis will 
to determine at least one more locus on which K will lie. In 
considered the various elements related to the pair (A, Pi), we also 
the corresponding ones related to (A, Z’s), Therefore relationships 
(3.1) wiU hold, namely 
Wd _ (Wd (Wd ---=-cc 
(W @,A) &A) 0pt’ (3.2) 
Since both series of the ratios in (3.1) and (3.2) are equal to c+, #one can 
obtain that (D,P,)/(D,A)=(D,P,)/(D,A), implying that DIDs is parallel 
to PIP, (D,D, II PIP,). It can also be proved that &Es II PIP,. Sin9 0,K02 
is a straight line and 0, and 0, are the midpoints of the nonparallel sides of 
the trapezium D,E,E,D,, we have 0,Os II DIDz II E,E, II PIP,. B&use of 
these four parallels we shall have that (AO,)/(D,O,) = (AOs)/(D.&s). If in 
these ratios the denominators are replaced by (0,K) and (0,K) 
they are radii of the same circles), we have that (AOl)/(OIK)~ p 
(AO,)/(O,K). H owever, the last equality shows that AK is nothin but the 
bisector of the angle P,AP,. Thus K (the center of the optimum C.C. 
4 
f 
can be defined as the point of intersection of (e) and the bisector o 
PLP,) 
P,AP,. 
On the other hand, since the latter point also lies on the circle circumscribed 
about the triangle AP,P,, it can be defined also as the intersection of the 
latter circle with any of the two aforementioned straight lines. It is apparent 
that the radius of the optimum cc. is R = (KP,) [ = (KP,)]. ~ 
Solution of the Z-point problem (I > 3): Assume that the hull has 2 
( > 3) vertices. Consider then any one of the circles which passes ugh two 
of the 1 vertices, contains H in the closure of its interior, and is sue 
r 
that A 
lies in the exterior of it. That such a C.C. exists is guaranteed by I_,e a3; at 
the end of its proof, one can see that there exist infinitely many cc. s which 
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pass through at least two of the vertices of H. For the sake of convenience in 
notation we denote by Z’i and Pa (even if they are not consecutive, when a 
reordering has to take place) the two vertices through which this circle passes, 
while all the other vertices PI, j = 3(l)& lie strictly in its interior. (In case the 
aforementioned circle passes through at least one more vertex of H, then this 
circle may be the optimum C.C. foi: H, as will be seen in the sequel.) The 
center K of this circle will be a common point of the two Apollonius circles 
(let them be I, and 1,) corresponding to (A, Pi) and (A, Pz) respectively for 
a certain c, = ci [ = (KP,)/(KA)] = c, [ = (KP,)/(KA)]. In view of the fact 
that the vertices Pj, j = 3(1)1, lie strictly within the circle considered, it is 
implied that the ratios ( KP1)/(KA) = cI, j = 3(1)Z, will be less than co. [Note: 
This is an immediate consequence of the part of the proof of this theorem 
which is concerned with the two families of Apollonius circles (loci) for the 
pairs (A, PI) and (A, Pz) when c increases continuously from 0 to 1.1 Thus 
the Apollonius circles Zj, j = 3(1)Z, for the pairs (A, Pj), j = 3(1)Z, corre- 
sponding to the values cr = c,, j = 3(1)Z, respectively, will contain K strictly 
in their interior (see Figure 6). Denote by E the part of the common area of 
the two ApolIonius circles I, and 1, which, at the same time, is contained in 
FIG. 6. 
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the interior of the circles of the loci Zj for ci = co, j = 3(1)1. It is obvi+s that 
the center of the optimum C.C. for H must lie strictly within E. 1 This is 
&cause, in view of the note just made, any point in the interior of E,’ since it 
lies strictly within all the Apollonius circles of the loci Zi for C~ = co, j = l(l)Z, 
will correspond to actual cJ’s strictly less than co. If on the other han 2, and 
1, for cr = cs = co are tangent at K, then E is restricted to that ve point 
and K is the center of the optimal solution for the entire set of vertic s of H. 
This is because any decrease in ci ( = cs) from its original value co * make 
the corresponding loci I, and I, have no point in common. N w start 
decreasing continuously ci = cs = c, = * * * = cz from their original 
1 
ue co, 
and consider the corresponding loci Z,, j = l(l)Z, for the new values. During 
this transformation one of two things will happen first. 
(i) The loci 1, and Is will touch each other for some value cr = c, 7 ci < c,, 
while all the other loci Zj, j = 3(1)Z, for cs = * * * = cl = ci will contain 
the new point K of contact in their interior. This point, as was e plained 
previously, gives the optimal solution to the problem at hand, b 




(ii) One more locus (let it be 5) will pass through the new comm n point 
K’E E of I, and 2s for C~ =ci <co, j = l(l)Z. In such a situa 
“, 
on two 
possible subcases may arise when a new continuous decrease, in the 
common value of the cj’s from co takes place: 
@a) If the three common areas for the three loci Z,, Z,, Za taken 7’0 at a 
time for any c,$‘= cr= c, = c, < ci have no common 
3 
at all, 
then the center of the optimum solution to the problem is o viously 
given by the common point K’ of the three loci Z,, Z,, an Zs for 
cr = c, = cs = c& In this case the optimum cc. is the circle cir- 
cumscribed about the triangle P,P,P,. 
(iis) If the three areas for c~=c1=c2=c,=c~ have a comm n part, 
then we keep decreasing continuously ci [ = cj, j = 2(1)Z] f om the 
value co’. Thus either two out of the three loci Z,, Z,, Zs 
4 
* touch 
each other before any other of the loci ZJ, j = 4(1)Z, has passed 
through one of the common points of the pairs of loci ‘(Zi, la), 
(Z,, Zs), and (Zs, Zs), or the other way round. When the first s tuation 
arises we are in case (i). In the second situation, let 1, be 
$ 
e other 
locus which passes through the common point K ‘, say of e pair 
(II, Z3). Then we are again in case (ii) and proceed in the s e way 
described previously. 
It should be noted that if for some value of c = r$ three of the 1 
I,, Is, 5, pass through one point, then it is impossible for Z,, Zs, Zs 
another common point for some c = cl < co. This is because in 
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the triangle PIP2 P3 would have two distinct centers for its circumscribed 
circle. The series of the continuous transformations described above ends in at 
most(i)+(i)steps. 
Uniqueness of the solution: For the one and twopoint problems the 
uniqueness of the optimal solution is selfevident. Assume then that when we 
begin with two different initial circles, in the case of the many-point problem, 
we end up with two different optimal solutions. Let the first solution 
correspond to the vertices PI, Pz with center K and values for ci = c, = c, 
and the second one correspond to the vertices Pa, P4, P5 with center K ’ and 
values for c3 = c, = c5 = c’. (For the completeness of the proof, which re- 
mains the same, two more cases have to be examined: one where each set of 
vertices consists of two points, and another one where each consists of three 
points. It should also be noted that in case one or more vertices of the first set 
coincide with corresponding vertices of the second set, the whole proof is 
simplified.) Assume first that c < c’. Then the optimum loci Z3, Z4, and I,, the 
common point of which defines K ‘, will have to contain K strictly in their 
interior. Therefore K’ can not be the center of an optimum C.C. according to 
the procedure previously followed towards the end of the proof for the 
many-point problem. We are also led to a contradiction if we assrmre that 
c’ < c. Consequently c = c’. This, however, implies that each of the optimal 
loci Z3, Z4, and I, must pass through K. So their only common point K ’ must 
coincide with K, and because c = c’, the radii of the two optimal solutions 
must be equal. Thus the two optimum cc’s coincide, and the vertices Pj, 
j = 1(1)5, he on a unique circle, which contradicts our assumption that the 
two optimal circles considered are different. n 
The proof of the above main theorem shows both the existence and the 
uniqueness of the optimum C.C. of the spectrum H, and equivalently the 
existence and the uniqueness of an optimum w which solves the problem 
(1.7). In the next section we give a simple algorithm to determine the 
optimum cc. and from it the optimum values wept and p(T,_). This is based 
on the results of the procedures for the solution of the one-point, the 
two-point, and the many-point problems given in the proof of the theorem; on 
Lemma 2; and on some of the statements given in Section 2. 
4. THE ALGORITHM 
Step 1. Determine the smallest convex polygon H (hull) of the spectrum 
a(T) of T. If A(l, 0) E Zf, then no convergent scheme can be obtained by 
extrapolation. In case A 4 H, let Pi, j = l(l)Z, be the vertices of H. 
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Step2. IfZ=1gotostep4.IfZ~2taketheverticesof 
i.e. (Pi, Pa), (Pi, Ps), . . . , (PI_,, P,). Each time determine the optimal 
(optimum c.c.) .to the corresponding twc@nt problem. Let K(c,, 
center and R the radius of the cc. at hand. If 1 = 2 go to step 4; 
examine if all the other 1 - 2 vertices of H lie in the closure 
the circle at hand. If for some cc. the latter is true, then go to 
proceed to the next step. 
Step 3. Take the vertices of H three at a time, i.e. (I’,, 
Pz, P,),(P,, Pe, W,“., (Pl_2, Pl_l, Pl). Ehch time determine the’ center 
K(c,, c2) and the radius R of the circle circumscribed about the triangle 
formed by the triple at hand. If 1 = 3 go to step 4; otherwise examine if the 
circle in question contains all the other vertices in the closure of its interior, 
and leaves A(l, 0) in its exterior. because of the uniqueness of 
solution the latter will be true for at least one of these circles which 
possible candidates for the optimum C.C. (in case the optimal solution 
found in Step 2). When all possible candidates have been found go to the next 
step. 
Step 4. If Z = 1 then wept = l/(1 - c), c is the complex number whose 
image is the point PI and P(T,~) = 0. If Z = 2, 3 or if 2 > 3 and ohly one 




[(I _ cl;+ $1’” ) (4J) 
where K(c,, c2) is the center and R is the radius of the optimum cc. (The 
formulae (4.1) are readily obtained because of (2.3) and the statemen 4 S3-S7 
of Sec. 2). If Z > 3 and more than one possible candidates were found the 
optimum C.C. is the one which corresponds to the smallest &Turn). 
5. SPECIAL CASES, APPLICATIONS, CONCLUDING 
REMARKS, AND DISCUSSION 
(i) Let H be symmetric with respect to a semiline AZ and A 6$ H. Then the 
center K of the optimum c.c. wiIl lie on AZ. This is because if k 4 AZ, 
then by symmetry there will exist a circle symmetric to the optinal one 
with respect to AZ whose center K’ will be the image of K, with respect 
to AZ. This new circle will pass through the vertices of H which are 
symmetric with respect to AZ, to those through which the optimal circle 
passes, and will contain strictly in its interior all those vertices of H 
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which are symmetric with respect to AZ and lie strictly within the first 
circle. Since in this way all the vertices of H will be in the closure of the 
interior of the circle with center K ‘, this circle will also be an optimum 
capturing one of H, which contradicts the property of uniqueness of the 
optimum c.c. We notice that this result can simplify the algorithm given 
previously, because in such a symmetric case we can develop an algo- 
rithm completely analogous to the one presented in [5] (see also [6]) for 
the case of real extrapolation. The only difference will be that the role of 
the semiline AOx’ of the real case will be played by the semiline AZ, and 
instead of dealing with real numbers we shall be dealing with complex 
ones. 
As an application of what was discussed in (i) we shall give two very 
simple examples. These examples will serve also to test (or verify) the 
optimal solution to the two-point problem. 
(a) Let the hull H be the line segment PiPs and such that A GC P,P, 
while APiPs is a straight line. Because of (i), if we follow the 
algorithm of the corresponding real case, the optimum C.C. will have 
as its center K the midpoint of PIP2 and as its radius R = (Pip,)/2 
(see Figure 7). Now we try to determine the center of the optimum 
C.C. of PIP2 as the point of intersection of the perpendicular to PIP2 
at its midpoint K and the bisector of the angle P,dpz (a zero angle). 
Since the bisector coincides with the semiline AP,P,, we simply 
observe that the two lines considered intersect each other at K, 
which coincides with the center of the optimum C.C. found previ- 
ously. 
FIG. 7. 
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(iii) Let H be symmetric with respect o the real axis and A CE H. 4 subclass 
(iv) 
of matrices T whose hulls possess this property is the 
matrices T with eigenvalues A,, j = l(l)n, such that either Re 
all j or Re A, > 1 for all j. Because of (i) the center K 
solution will he on the real axis. Thus wept will be real [w 
Re A, < 1, j = l(l)n, while wept <OiffRehj>l, j=l(l)n] Gcanbe 
determined together with P(T,‘,~#) by means of the simplified algorithm 
in [51 (or WI). 
In Buoni and Varga ([2], in particuhu Theorem 2.1), it is prov 
each r E (0,m) [m is finite or infinite depending on the positi 
hull H with respect o the point A(l,O), A e H] an optimum 
(call it 8,,#) can be found and thus an optimum parame 
(8) 
FIG. 8. 
Let H be the line segment PIP2 such that A 4 PIP2 and the 
perpendicular from A to PIP,, (call it AZ) bisects PIP2 (s 
8). According to the algorithm for the real case (see [5] + 
Figure 
o [6]), we 
draw the perpendicular to API at Pl, which intersects the l$e AZ at 
K. This point is the center of the optimum c.c., and R -l(KP,) = 
(KP,) is its radius. To determine the center of the optimum C.C. by 
the method of the twopoint problem, we consider the pe ndicular 
to PIP, at its midpoint (this is the straight line AZ) and e circle 
circumscribed about the triangle AP,P,. This circle, beta 
1 
APiK 
= 7r/2, passes through K. The latter point K is obviously e point 
of intersection of the line and the curve considered and is erefore 
the center of the optimum c.c., which coincides with the o e found 
previously. 
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r(cos eopt + i sine,& is obtained such that p&e) is minimized, namely 
p(T&) = min, E [,,a,,) p&s). The infinite set of possible values for r,, in 
the complex plane forms a curve Copt which is called the optimum 
relaxation (extrapolation) path. What has been achieved in this paper is 
that among all those infinitely many values for r,, along the optimum 
path C,,pt (and there may be others), the one (call it wept) for which 
P(T,~) is minimi=l, namely P(T,& = min,Opt E c p(qOJ can be 
selected by means of the algorithm in Section 4. Th% was not possible 
with the theory in [2]. In case H is symmetric with respect to the real 
axis, it is found in Corollary 2.2 in [2] that the optimum relaxation path 
for r is the real positive or the real negative semiaxis. Even in this special 
case the best r ( = o), for which p(T,) becomes a minimum, was not 
found. However, as is well known, the solution to the latter problem was 
obtained in [S] (see also [6]), and as a by-product of the theory developed 
in this paper it was given in (iii) above. 
(v) In case T E W”*“, instead of finding o(T), and from the latter the hull H, 
a procedure for estimating an approximate hull, with very good numeri- 
cal results regarding oopt 
Finally, in case T E C ns “, 
and p( Tw,), is given by Manteuffel [ll]. 
a crude estimate for the hull H is the rectangle 
with vertices a + iy, a + ia, /3 + iy, /3 + i8. The real numbers a, /3 (/? < 
a) are the extreme eigenvalues (or bounds for them) of the Hermitian 
matrix i(T + TH), and the purely imaginary numbers iy, i6 (6 < y) are 
the extreme eigenvalues (or bounds for them) of the skew-Hermitian 
matrix i(T - TH). The latter holds because T = i(T + TH)+ i(T - TH), 
where T H is the complex conjugate transpose of T, and it can be proved 
that the real parts of the eigenvalues of T lie between the extreme 
eigenvalues of i( T + TH), while the imaginary parts of the same eigen - 
values lie between the extreme eigenvalues of - $(T - TH). Conse- 
quently if A( 1,0) lies strictly outside the aforementioned rectangle, an 
approximate value for w,,~ can then be obtained. 
(vi) Finally we give a numerical application based on the remark made in (v) 
above concerning the crude estimate (rectangle) of the hull H of u(T). 
In this application we determine approximate values for wept and p(TmoN), 
denoted by ijopt and P( T5,,) respectively. Assume that the elements a jk 
of the matrix A (of any order n >, 7) in (1.1) are as follows: 
3 - 4.5i if j=k, 
0.75 if ]j--k]=l, 
ajk = 0.25-0.75i if lj- kl= 2, 
0.5 - 1.25i if Ij-kJ=3, 
0 if (j - kl> 3. 
(5.1) 
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If we take arbitrarily D = I, then from (1.2) and (1.5) we have T F Z - A, 
whose elements tjk, by virtue of (5.1), are 
tjk = 
I 
- 2+4.5( if j=k, 
- 0.75 if Ij-kl=l, 
- 0.25+0.75i if lj - kl= 2, (5.2) 
- 0.5+ 12% if Ij-kl=,3, 
0 if Ij-kl>3. 
Since &T+TH)=ZSR”*” and &(T - Z+‘)= iC with C E R”,;” and 
T=~(T+TH)+~(T-TH)~B+iC, (5.3) 
the elements b k and cjk of the real matrices B and C respectively are 
given through 5.2) by i 
(5.4) 
From (5.2) and (5.4) it follows that both B and C are real symmetric 
matrices, so they possess real eigenvalues ~jBi, yj, j = l(l)n, res ctively. 
Then by applying the theorem of Gerschgorin to these ma T ‘ces and 
taking into account (5.2) and (5.4) we can obtain 
1~3~ +21 Q 2(0.75+0.25+0.5) = 3, 
Iy, - 4.51 d 2(0.75+ 1.25) = 4. 
Consequently, in view of (5.3) and the relationships above, ~ for the 
eigenvalues h1, j = l(l)n of T we shall have 
-5<Rehj<l, 0.5 < Im X j Q 8.5. 
Thus the rectangle Z? (approximate huh) which contains the 
a(T) in the closure of its interior has vertices P,(1,0.5), 
Z’s( - 5,8.5), and P4( - 5,0.5) (see Figure 9). We now folio 
rithm given in section 4. Because A( 1,O) GE fi, we go on to 
2 = 4, we find the optimum c.c.Is for the twopoint problems 
ing to P,P,, PIP,, PIP,, P,P,, P,P,, and P3P4 by determinin 
the point of intersection of the circle circumscribed about 
AP,P,, AP,P-,, etc. with the bisector of the angle PI&‘,, PI 
with the perpendicuIar to the line segment PIP,, PIP,, e 
mint). Let Kj, j = l(l)& be the CorreSpolNling points Of 
(see Figure 9). [It is noted that K, is found in the way desc 
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FIG. 9. 
above (see Figure 7).] Each one of these points is the center of the 
optimum C.C. of the corresponding two-point problem. Since, as it can be 
proved both analytically and geometrically, (K,P,) < (&Pa), (K,P,) < 
(GP,), (W,) < (W’S), (W’s) < (W’,), (V’s) < (W’,), and 
(K,P,) < (K,P,), none of the six circles determined contains fi in the 
closure of its interior. So we go on to step 3 and consider first the triangle 
P,P,P,. Since its circumscribed circle has center K,, (the point of 
intersection of the diagonals of H), it passes through P4 as well, so that 
the circle in question is the optimum capturing one for fi. For this circle 
it is found out that K,( - 2,4.5) and R = 5. Thus by using (4.1) of step 4 
we obtain 
Goti = &(2+3i), p( IQ = 0.925. 
It should be pointed out that 
(o) P(T) = 10.494, 
(/3) because the condition Re A, _< 1 (for all j) cannot be guaranteed by 
using the approximate huh H, no convergent scheme exists which is 
based on real w’s and the splitting considered. 
The latter is in accordance with what was discussed in Section 1. 
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